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It is Benjamin's view that “The first true story teller is, and will continue to be, the teller of
fairytales.” His statement suggests that perhaps storytelling will continue after all, if only in
the form of fairytale telling. It is to this form that Bruno Bettelheim brought his profound
insights. Bettelheim, like his fellow Holocaust survivor Viktor Frankl, believed that the search
for meaning was "our greatest need and most difficult achievement” This is the wisdom that
lies within the fairytale. As Bettelheim said, “only hope for the future can sustain us in the
adversities we unavoidably encounter.” (McClean, 2007, p18)

“To my parents, always supporting”
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Abstract
This Dissertation critiques the three interconnected technologies: Augmented Reality (AR)
Photorealism & Real-Time Rendering (RTR) in order to review where Photorealism is
‘needed’ within the visual medium. The considerations of both theoretical and technical
aspects are analysed, to gain insight into current hardware and software for the use of AR and
potential future applications. Finally, by conducting a quantitative and qualitative based
survey, an assessment of the emotional context photorealism has, traversed with NonPhotorealistic Imagery (NPR) that may be apparent in user perception and individual
perspective is analysed to produce an understanding of the current climate for AR and digital
content generation.
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Introduction
This dissertation considers the need for Photorealistic Image technology within AR as an
impending ‘medium’ for storytelling and delivering informative content to the users. (Craig,
2013)
Photorealism has been an industry standard for a considerable time using computer generated
Imagery (CGI) to create believable imagery for the intended audience. A key component of
AR evolution is real-time rendering, which is necessary to produce an image that reacts with
no time delay in user viewing, whether the goal is to produce natural looking imagery or
imagery used to communicate or inform.
AR has been actively researched and is not a new concept however, recently, due to the
reality of it becoming a consumer product, has made many large software companies take
greater interest into CGI development via current consumer software and hardware
applications. As a result, AR’s projected uses, particularly in business sectors enable it to be
used for informative digital overlays without the need for them to be photorealistic. The
independency of user interaction with digital content opens up new business areas and its
uses.
In many VR and Gaming applications, the set of desired outcomes can be altered via user
interaction and independent decision-making. The outcomes are pre-determined by its team of
creators. Both are ‘immersive’ experiences in that they are independent from the real world.
The purpose of both is to take the person or audience into that particular world of the story.
The difference with AR is its ability to be used on any desired location in real time.
Therefore, the user viewing that digital content is viewing an entirely unique experience.
Though the technology ‘gap’ between Photorealism and Real-time rendering is growing ever
closer, there are times when it is necessary to deliver a photorealistic image and there are
times when more attention is spent on delivering content that performs its purpose.
Digital information used for the basis of instruction, can still perform a desired function
without photorealism being the prime goal and in fact, in some AR applications may actually
be preferred. The question of when and where photorealism is used, could be used and should
be used is still a topic open to much discussion.
The main goals of this dissertation is to understand the current technology used for each,
assess current software and hardware available and finally, to conduct a quantitative and
qualitative based survey, assessing the emotional context photorealism has, traversed with
Non-Photorealistic Imagery (NPR) that may be apparent in user perception and individual
perspective, to produce an understanding of the current climate for AR digital content
generation.
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Aims and Objectives
Aim 1
•

To understand and critique the technology of Photorealism, Real-Time Rendering
and Augmented Reality

Objective 1
Analyse existing and relevant papers of research in order to substantiate current views and
opinions on the subject of Photorealism, Real- time Rendering and Augmented Reality
Establish an overview of the current landscape of where Photorealism is used in AR.
Aim 2
•

To consider current Hardware and Software used in AR technology

Objective 2
•

Conduct a semi- structured interview, using Skype, with a leading academic in the
area of AR.

•

Examine current hardware and emerging products.

Aim 3
•

Consider the emotional context photorealism has, traversed with Non-Photorealistic
Imagery that may be apparent in user perception and individual perspective so that
comparisons can be made.

Objective 3
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•

Conduct a Survey in consideration of Augmented Reality and assess/ review the
public opinion and their understanding of the ‘medium’ as well as the demand for
Photorealism vs. Non photorealism, using a mixture of qualitative and quantitative
based approaches.

•

Consider the function and performance and intended target market of ‘apps’ traversed
with Photorealistic vs. Non- Photorealistic Imagery

•

Review the Findings, Discuss and Analyse the Results

Augmented Reality and Photorealism
One of the fundamental areas in computer graphics, since it’s beginning, has been the advent
of creating images that look real. Ferwerda (2013) explains that the ‘Pursuit of Realism’ has
enabled many within this specialised sphere to pioneer new areas within computer-generated
imagery. One of the key points is that the natural human condition still supersedes that of
technological advancements when considering the visual ‘correctness’ of an image. As a
result, some of the main factors that have raised concern to some in the field have been the
importance of how real an image should look being that some methods of realism vary greatly
in terms of the time to create them, through the use of current computer rendering technology.
In order to understand as to why there would be or would not be a need for Photorealism
within the technology of AR, it is important to gain an overview of the elements involved.
According to Azuma (1997) AR ‘supplements’ reality by overlaying digital information onto
real world elements, therefore combining the two within the perspective of the viewer.
Craig’s (2013) explanation of AR reflects that of the earlier report by Azuma (1997),
describing three characteristics that an AR application must have, to be considered true AR.
They are; Augmented Reality must combine the real and virtual; be interactive in real-time,
and be registered in three dimensions.

Registration Spatial & Temporal
Craig’s (2013) definition of AR is that:
“It is a medium in which digital information is overlaid on the physical world; this is
both in spatial and temporal registration and is interactive in Real-time.”
By ‘spatial registration’ a main point in AR is that the digital model or information has it own
place in reality in much the same manner that a real object would exist. The object would not
move independently from the position of the viewer’s perspective. Therefore if that person
observed the digital or real object from another position, the perspective of that object from
the new position could be seen. The digital object behaves like the ‘real world equivalent’
unless manipulated in some manner by the viewer. By ‘temporal registration’ this is the
amount of time it takes for information to be handled by the computer in the real scene. An
important measure within displaying AR is ‘rate of display’. This means that the virtual world
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& physical world viewed by the user must not show any form of lagging. If this is the case,
then the difference between real and virtual is lost in terms of the two existing together.
It is possible for this delay in user perspective known as ‘latency’ from the computer to the
real world to be overcome using a video feed where this delay is matched with the real world
against the computers timeframe, however ‘latency’ could still be a factor. (Craig, 2013)
According to Carmigniani et al. (2011) out of the consumer ready hardware devices capable
of displaying the technology, one major requirement is the ability for a ‘camera system’ that
understands physical environments in real- time whilst integrating co- ordinates between the
artificial and actual real life scene.
In comparison, Virtual Reality (VR), according to Craig (2013) is:
“A medium composed of interactive computer simulations that sense the participant’s
position and replace or augment the feedback to one or more senses- giving; the
feeling of being immersed; or being present in the simulation.” (Craig, 2013)
The feeling of ‘immersion’ and ‘presence’ exist both in AR and VR but with the key
difference being that AR combines the real and virtual. VR takes the user completely away
from the real world. AR seeks to aid or enhance the user’s perception within it. (Craig, 2013)
This is similar to Carmigniani et al (2011) in their explanation, describing VR as ‘synthetic’
and ‘without seeing the real world’.
Both Craig (2013) and Carmigniani et al (2011) use the ‘Milgram’s Reality Virtuality
Continuum’ Fig. [1] to visually portray the relationship between the real and virtual
environments.
Fig.1 (Milgram et al, 1994)

Fig. [1] demonstrates the comparison of ‘fully virtual’ to ‘fully real’ and shows that both sides of the
spectrum can alter independently.
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‘Milgram’s Reality Virtuality Continuum’ portrays how there is an independent variety of
what can be deemed as ‘real’ and ‘virtual’ highlighting that everything in- between is known
as ‘mixed reality’ as reported by Craig, (2013).
According to Ferwerda (2013), The French surrealist painter Rene Magritte and his famous
painting, ‘This is not a pipe’, highlights the question of ‘what is realism?’ and states that
making an image consists of, ‘Selection, Approximation & Abstraction’ Ferwerda, (2013).
Ferwerda (2003) describes how Magritte caused some strong controversy at the time. He
wished to project his ideals about realism by conveying that an image of an object is not the
same as the actual object itself. The image is a depiction of real life; therefore it ‘re-presents’
the real life counterpart. The manner in which it is presented can vary greatly and really is
dependent on the perspective of the viewer. This suggests that the manner in how the ‘viewer’
or person sees an image could relate to its ‘context’ in which it exists and not just an object
that is true to life.
When assessing the fundamental aspects of realism, Knecht et al (2011) use Ferwerda’s
(2003) description to break it down into three distinct varieties.
Those three varieties are: Physical Realism, Photorealism and Functional Realism and poses
the question:
“What does it take to make virtual objects look Photorealistic? And even better make
them indistinguishable from real objects?” (Knecht et al. 2011)
As a result Ferwarda’s (2003) description of Functional Realism becomes relevant to AR
applications with the focus of realism in mind:
“If an image lets you do the task and allows you to perform the task as well as you
could in the real world, then for that task, the image is realistic.”
(Ferwerda, 2003)
Ferwerda’s (2003) view on the positive things about Functional Realism is it allows a large
range of rendering styles from physically based simulation through to photorealism as well as
abstract approaches such as NPR. Haller’s (2004) view reflects the above statement, when he
asks the question of ‘what is the main goal of the Augmented Reality application?’ and
highlights the term ‘usability’ as being very important. Haller (2004) also considers the
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factors that are important in ‘achieving the higher quality immersive impression’, stressing
such factors as: consistent lighting, use of shadow and the realness factors of the virtual
experiences for e.g. real time sound simulation.
Ferwerda’s (2013) explanation of ‘photorealism’ remarks that the image should be at a point
where there is no difference between itself and photographic counterpart. A step forward in
considering a ‘stable’ definition is related to ‘Photometry’, which is the measurement of light
properties in response to the ‘interreflections’ towards the human eye. This means that the
‘visual response’ created by the image ideally should be at the same level as the real life
scene.
With the focus of Photorealism, Ferwerda’s (2003) view is that it is an image that produces
the same visual response as the scene and points out that within the realm of computer
graphics the image should be ‘indistinguishable’ from a photograph. Agusnato et al’s (2003)
view is that other than making sure the position of the virtual object is correct using the
camera features, Photorealism is of paramount importance in ‘seamlessly’ combining the
virtual and real. However, as to how and when Photorealism should be used in AR, is a
question concerning the context for which it has been created. This comes down to designers
creating compelling visual content and considerations of what that content is being used for.
(Craig, 2013)
The need to be able to differentiate between images that are computer generated and actually
real is of great importance: For e.g. when considering ‘sexually explicit material’ in a court of
law. Lyu et al (2005) use an example within the United States Congress, where law
enforcement agencies have expressed their own difficulties in prosecutions related to ‘child
pornography crimes’. In these situations a legal defence may claim that any image is
computer generated. The importance of differentiating between what is a ‘real’ image and
what is ‘photorealistic’ is therefore of vital significance. Examples like this strengthen the
‘need’ for technology advancements, to ensure that the evidence provided is irrefutable and
conclusive.
During an interview conducted with Craig (2016) on the topic of photorealism, about the
subject of realism contrasted with that of human perception, the ability to accept or believe
the imaginary was posed. One example could be a person viewing a NPR fantastical creature,
in terms of believability, is acceptable to the user. However, the more photorealistic the
creature becomes visually, increases the constraints needed for believability, suggesting that if
anything is not perfect, the user rejects it as not real. Ferwerda’s (2003) highlights a similar
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viewpoint to Craig (2016) in that when using photorealism as set standard in computer
graphics can often result in many renderings being deemed unsatisfactory, regardless of the
consideration of imagery that could be considered ‘functional realism’. The argument that it is
often not always apparent how essential or ‘desirable’ photo-realism may be in certain
graphics applications.
In terms of necessity, the question of how positive or negative the technology could be
functionally, Craig (2016) described how in his opinion, photorealism could be related to its
‘dependency for purpose’. For example: a piece of furniture, in the case of the latter, it is
important to see it ‘exactly right’. Comparatively, if the application is a game or fantasy
world, photorealism can work to our ‘in- detriment’. This supports the argument that when
considering AR applications for the consumer and relative business sectors it is important to
consider the function within it, as there will be times when its importance to an application is
lesser or greater.
According to Carmigniarni et al (2011) AR has the potential to be integrated into many
different business sectors, including entertainment, medical visualisation, advertising,
building services, illustration and education, the use of AR imagery as instructional data is
discussed by Blanco-Pons et al (2016) within the tourism sector.
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Visual Content
In considering the subject of NPR, Moller et al, Haines & Hoffman, (2008) highlight that this
method can form the objective of creating images similar to technical illustrations. This is
similar to Ferwerda’s (2003) view when talking about the subject of functional realism. He
presents two differing images adapted from a Readers’ Digest ‘Complete Do it Yourself’
manual to explain in a visual manner how to replace the siding on a house as shown in fig. [2]
Ferwerda (2003) asks the important question:
“Which is the better of the two images when judging the photograph of the
applications set against the technical illustration of the same process?’ ‘Which
provides the better information of how to do the job?” (Ferwerda, 2003)
Fig [2] Functional Realism in Technical Illustrations, (Ferwerda, 2003)

Fig [2] shows visually how a ‘technical illustration’ can offer significant benefits towards
communicating the visual information towards the user without the need for it being
photorealistic. This applies to the notion of believability referred to earlier by Craig (2016).
Seeing a side panel cross- section in an NPR fashion is ‘acceptable’ and communicates the
message more clearly. The process of delivering informative ‘AR’ would deem photorealism
as not necessary in this instance.
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This is a key factor in the advent of photorealism in AR, as many of the applications currently
being developed are in business and educational sectors. Here, Photorealism may not be the
prime goal matched against clear instructional attributes for the user.
Haller’s (2004) argument is that Photorealism has been an aspect well integrated into the field
of computer graphics and highlights that with the advent of AR, there is divided opinion
between ‘enhancing realism’ compared with abstract approaches when considering AR
applications. Within his testing, he concluded that NPR could be more effective at
‘Conveying information’ calling it ‘expressive’ and ‘beautiful’ (Haller, 2004).
Craig (2014) shares a similar viewpoint to Haller (2004) when considering the future of AR
applications and the need for photorealism within it. One key factor pointed out is that AR is
a ‘medium for storytelling’, (Craig, 2013). Similarly, radio and television provide a platform
to communicate a message audibly and visually, Craig (2014) makes the point that an NPR
image can still convey information to the user and although it may not always be
photorealistic, it can still be believable.

Real Time Rendering
Real- time Rendering in game’s differs from that in film due to the frame rate at which
software renders an image. The render time in film production is a singular task i.e. it occurs
once, whereas in real time the frames per second need to be significantly higher for example:
60 frames per second. (Ofkors, 2016)
Table 1: Frame Rates
1 FPS

Little Sense of Interactivity, each image is visually static

6 FPS

Some form of Interaction Visually

15 FPS

Real time (Action & Reaction)

72 FPS

Differences in Frame rate cannot be seen by the human eye

This difference in RTR compared with that of film can be referred to as ‘feedback’. When a
film is made, comprising of a year or more, the user has no control over the outcome or
‘interactivity’. In Real- Time in most cases, an input device is used, therefore providing
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essential interaction between user and software, according to Akenine- Moller, Haines &
Hoffman, (2008)
Akenine- Moller, Haines & Hoffman (2008) are in agreement that 60 FPS qualifies at a rate
suitable for RTR. However, ‘Interactivity’ is one aspect of many considerations. To classify
RTR the user should in some way feel part of the three dimensional space. An increase in
graphics acceleration hardware is another associated requirement for the technology. These,
‘accelerators’ once high-end specifications are now readily available at a consumer market
level. It is generally accepted that the 3dFX Voodoo 1, 1996 was the first of its kind to bring
fourth commercially usable ‘accelerators’ for the general user.
The main core of RTR is the ‘Graphics Rendering Pipeline’ and comprises of three stages,
Application, Geometry & Rasteriser. The application stage is based close to the CPU (Central
Processing Unit), enabling full control and customization at development. This is an
important part of RTR generation as for e.g. an algorithm created here can have direct affect
on the subsequent geometry stage, where polygons and vertex controls exist.
Both the geometry and rasteriser stages are divided into sub stages before the conversion of
primitives into to pixel data visible to the user. The algorithm capable of breaking the
primitive (triangle) is known as z-buffer triangle rasterisation. The term rasteriser is what
implements the pixels inside the triangles that generate the result viewed by the user onscreen. (Akenine- Moller, Haines & Hoffman, 2008)
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Lighting & Perception
“The perception of the world is what is attributed to our senses and our visual sense is
light entering our eyes. That’s the bottom line; it’s about light entering our eyes. The
sensory input that our mind then perceives as what we’ve seen. There are a large
number of elements that need to be in sync to achieve true realism.” (Craig, 2016)
Craig (2016) on the subject of AR during an interview conducted, stated “Storytelling should
suit an industrial purpose or visual purpose.” the view that you do not always need
photorealism to do those aspects. An example given was that of the popular cartoon character
of Mickey Mouse, in that, this it is not very photorealistic, but is a great story-telling medium.
Craig (2016) also suggested photorealistic feature films can often be convincing visually but
lack credible value in terms of telling a story.
When an AR object is superimposed on the real world, the choice of it either being realistic or
convincing contrasts two visuals in the eye of the viewer. This comparison could be related to
the film industry, for e.g. when an audience watches a fantastical film, the audience know that
what they are seeing is not real, however, they can become engulfed in the storyline all the
same. This is because the underlying story makes the film ‘believable’ to the viewer. This
notion of believability is what Haller (2004), is referring to when he states that an augmented
reality object ‘Should be more convincing than realistic’, (Haller, 2004).
A convincing AR object suggests ‘purpose for being’ within a visual application. Therefore,
is explaining that an AR object’s ‘function’ is more important than photorealism when
considering augmented reality visuals. This ideal is similar to the underlying principles used
in 20th Century Modernist Architecture and Industrial Design. Norman (1998) raises the idea
that the manner in which a finished building may appear to the viewer should come second to
that of the building’s purpose.
Lyu et al (2005) points out that in terms of ‘human perception’, there is indifference in the
consideration of photorealism in computer graphics. Perception within the use of AR,
discussed by Knecht et al (2011) lists two of the main problematic areas to consider: ‘spatial
registration’ (geometric) and the ‘visual integration’ (photometric).
These can be put under two categories ‘technical problems’ and ‘perceptual aspects’. The
difference lies in hardware specifics for example: a narrow field of view when using a head
mounted display (HMD) is directed towards technical. Where as perceptual could relate to
‘depth perception’ in regards to the comparison of real and virtual objects within the same
scene.
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Perception is still unclear in the terms of the considerations that affect it as pointed out by
Knecht et al (2011). Their research shows that of many issues regarding perception when
considering AR, include shadows, dynamic environmental illumination and indirect light and
describe how shadows can increase ‘presence’ of the virtual in a real life scene.
Okun et al (2010) explain that rendering is the completion of a number of areas within the
VFX pipeline that ultimately leads onto the creation of the final image. This image is viewed
two dimensionally by the audience and is most conventionally a product of a 3D Software
application, using the underlying computation of mathematical ‘algorithms’. Rickitt (2007)
highlights the fact that rendering is a complicated process. It is very important to the visual
effects pipeline, as it is one component that has the most potential for further investigation
into understanding its inner workings. The longevity of the calculations made by the system
and the mathematics that it uses, means that this process can take a very long time to produce
results.
An image that is delivered to the viewer requires the computer system to interpret thousands
of individual pixels and their associated colours. The system allocates a number to the
alternating colours so it can differentiate between the tiny squares on the virtual digital plain.
The final result is combined with other footage, that being artificial, or real life filming to
further this part of the process.
“The way that light is absorbed, reflected, or refracted within a CG Scene can have
considerable impact on the appearance and ultimate realism of a shot.”
(Rickitt, 2007)
Rickitt (2007) points out that to ‘mimic’ real life lighting within an artificial scene, the main
elements that need be taken into consideration, rely on the underlying mathematical ‘lighting
calculations’. Therefore, the strength and position of the lights are directly related to the
polygonal object it is directed towards, the attributes it possesses, that is, how the object has
been conveyed on its surface: for e.g. how reflective it is and the visual appearance in terms
of its ‘texture’.
Traditionally, the artificial lights within the 3D environment were angled mainly through the
user’s personal visual judgement and perspective, to manually determine whether or not it
correctly mimics its real life counterpart. The main core concept of how ‘natural lighting’ is
achieved is by harnessing and mimicking how light rays react to surfaces. As a result, there
are a thousand different possibilities of how light may respond, this is where the computer
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calculates the probable outcomes internally. The main considerations are ‘diffuse’, ‘specular
reflections’ and ‘transmissions’. (Rickitt 2007)
Rickitt (2007) highlights that the ‘inter-reflection’ of light between surfaces is known as
‘Global Illumination’ when applied to rendering in 3D. This method of lighting a scene is a
more realistic behavioural pattern of natural light as the algorithms within the software
calculate the ‘bounced lights’. This re-bounded light, often referred to as indirect light as
opposed to direct light that would come ‘directly’ from a source: the sun being a prime
example. This real life application of light behaviour is how most physical ‘objects’ are
illuminated and not by the direct source of light. Therefore, this application has been one of
the main pursuits towards the ultimate goal of Photorealism. Agusanto et al (2003) also
outlines that good lighting is important in creating photorealistic qualities as it can help in
creating a balanced image and adding detail in small areas using indirect light or interreflections.
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Hardware and Software for Augmented Reality
Carmigniarni et al’s (2011) prediction through their use of the 2005 horizon Report estimated
technologies within AR would progress over the next five years. The approval of that report
was confirmed by the publication that camera systems were being developed that can evaluate
environments in real- time and relate positions between digital objects and real life scenes.
This points out that the technology for AR is progressing at the rate suggested by Craig
(2016) in regards to his thoughts that we should be seeing unmistakable photorealistic AR
within the next 10 years.
Craig (2013) and the research conducted by Carmigniarni et al (2011) both enforce that ‘AR’
could be used as a medium that applies to the five senses. I.e. sight, smell, touch, sound and
taste: our sense of proprioception. Some of the origins of AR. Morton Heilig’s ‘The
Sensorama’ Fig. [03] developed in the 1962 include these immersive characteristics. Based on
Heilig’s concept of ‘The Cinema of the Future’ the early AR Experience aimed to give the
user a complete cinema experience based not just on the visual. Fig. [07] shows a
‘comparison of different techniques for different AR displays’.

[Fig 03] Morton Heilig. The Sensorama, (1962), the first Head Mounted Display (HMD)
invented by Ivan Sutherland in 1966. (Fig. [04] Two years later the ‘HMD’ was developed in
the first addition of an optical clear/ see- through component.
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Fig. [04] Ivan Sutherland, The First (HMD) Head Mounted Display (1966)

Fig [05] Daqri Smart Helmet Key Components (2017) is an example of current HMD’s
developed by large corporations within today’s business sectors.

According to Carmigniarni et al (2011) their findings state that some of most prominent AR
applications are being used to promote new products online. Other areas include ‘cultural
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learning games’. One of the main benefits in terms of creating applications today is the
‘hardware base’. The smart phone’s abundance in popular technology helps to set up a
framework structure and entices collaboration between developers towards a cohesive
functional whole. Of the number of frameworks available, the open source ‘ARToolKit’ has
gained valued status. Apple has also launched their development kit ‘ARKit’. The
development of AR apps is increasing at a successive rate and the manner in which it can be
used can lead to countless possibilities.
Mobile application development is one of the main focuses. Notably the IPhone and IPad.
The three types of display that exist are the Head Mounted Display (HMD), Handheld
Display and Spatial Displays. The three commercially available devices held directly by the
user for AR consist of Smart Phones, PDA’s and Tablet PC’s. (Carmigniarni et al 2011)
As can be seen in Augmented Reality: Enabling Technology for the Studio of the Future
(2016) highlights the need to tell invigorating stories using new media. The three areas that
are discussed include, New Input Interfaces, New Display Interfaces, and Interactive 3d
Experiences. Fig [6] offers a clear overview of the history of technology.
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Fig [6] (Enabling Technology for the Studio of the Future, 2016)
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Fig [07] Comparison of different techniques for different types of displays Carmigniarni et al. 2011)
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Survey Data Questionnaire
Results Finding and Analysis
The data was collected using Survey Monkey, an electronic system.
3 x different methods were used to collect data:
•

A web- link. 1 (for social media, personal websites, or blog sites.)
(37/81 responses) 46%

•

Web- link. 2 specific to Facebook. (Social Media)
(44/81 responses) 54%

•

Web- link. 3 specific to LinkedIn. (Social Media)
(0 responses) 0%

Direct marketing particularly helped increase the numbers within the survey using customer
interaction. Web- link. 1 was handed in the form of printed label.

Question 1

Method: Quantitative
The majority of the people sourced were students, mainly due to the approach of marketing the
questionnaire to the general public via social media links, or direct marketing within the university.
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‘16-22’ 48% (39 people) age category was the highest. Close to that category was the next age group
‘23-33’ 35% (28 people). The survey is focused within the demographic of a younger age group.
Therefore when comparing with question 3: asking public understanding of ‘AR’ it suggests that
within that age group is well informed.

Question 2

Method: Quantitative
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Question 3

Method: Quantitative/ Qualitative
The purpose was to consider public understanding of what AR actually is, 69% (55/80) answered
correctly in that it ‘combines the virtual with real world elements’, the majority were students 47.5%
(38/80).
Question 4

Method: Quantitative
‘AR’ Apps are apparent in both IPhone and Android devices. Therefore, the consideration, of which
held- device people owned or was more popular, could indicate the potential of where AR apps could
be targeted. The data collected showed that both devices were evenly split in ownership. The IPhone
gathered 48% in comparison with the Android that was 46%.
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Question 5

Method: Quantitative/ Qualitative
Table 2 lists the AR apps compared with their Target Market against photorealistic and/ or nonphotorealistic images.
Table 2: Target Market Comparison
Application (App)
Target Market
Pokemon GO
Wallame
Google Translate

Entertainment
Education
Tourism

Amikasa
Ikea Place
Zombies Go
Snap Chat
Wikitude

Architectural Visualisation
Architectural Visualisation
Entertainment
Social Media & Entertainment
Tourism/ Information

Yelp Monocle

Food/ Shopping/Services

Augment

Architectural Visualisation/ Education

Photorealistic (PR)
Non Photorealistic
(NPR)
NPR
NPR
Does contain
NPR/PR Images
PR
PR
NPR
NPR
Does contain
NPR/PR Images
Does contain
NPR/PR Images
PR & NPR

The most popular within the survey conducted was Snap Chat (51/81) 63%. Pokemon Go (25/81)
32%. This suggests that Entertainment resides currently as an influential factor within the popularity
of certain apps.
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Question 6

Method: Qualitative
Statistically 26% (21/81) felt that realistic images were essential. Non- realistic images, rated at 6%
(5/81). Response Time, Ease of usability and the Function/ Purpose of the app all scored the highest,
with each in the 60th percentile as being essential, with Physical Interaction being 26% (21/81) and
Social Connectivity to other users resulting in the least essential 14% (11/81) of the categories
specified.
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Question 7

Method: Qualitative
In terms of personal preference to business sectors the most popular sector was that of Art
Entertainment & Gaming 62% (49/81) with Science Technology and Engineering coming second
21% (17/81).
When comparing this data with Question 2: What Business Sector do you work in? (39/81) 48% were
listed as students. 41 people responded to what university course they were currently studying. The
courses stated amounted to a total of 31 courses that were then sub- categorised into different business
sectors. The focus of the entertainment industry and science and technology were of primary concern.
The following percentages were calculated:
Arts/ Entertainment & Gaming: (12/31) 39%
Science Technology and Engineering: (6/31) 19%
Other sectors related to Course specified: (13/31) 42%
The total (not including Arts Entertainment and Gaming) amounts to 61% for Science Technology &
Engineering and other sectors related to the course specified.
The reasoning behind this calculation was that it suggests; on small scale populate survey that a
persons current business sector or course choice doesn’t necessarily correlate to their preferred
business sector, in the case of this survey, 62% (49/80) said they preferred Arts Entertainment &
Gaming.
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In terms of ‘Augmented Reality’, the results as to the potential for where AR apps could be developed
for the consumer would suggest that the Entertainment sector has greater appeal within the current
survey conducted.
Question 8

Method: Qualitative
Question 8 considered public preference, letting them decide on a choice of imagery that is real or not
real, in order to deliver an assumption of user perception and judgment of eye set against
technological advancements in terms of what can be deemed as a believable image, as in context with
the opinion of Haller, (2004)
Table 3 displays the correct answers to the image results contrasted with the grouped correct answer
percentages.
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Table 3: Percentage of surveyed correct answers to Question 8
Image

Actual type of
image

CGI Image
(Not real)

Percent
age of
correct
answer
s
(31/81)
38%

Fig [08.] (Carroll, 2016)

Painting/
Drawing
(Not real)

(10/81)
12%

A mixture paint
and Photograph
(Real and not
real)

(26/81)
32%

Fig [09] (De Graff, 2017)

Fig [10] (Borsi, 2016)
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Painting/
Drawing
(Not real)

(8/81)
10%

Photograph
(Real)

(62/81)
77%

Drawing/
Painting
(Not Real)

56%
(45/81)

Fig [11] (Riley, 2017)

Fig [12] (Pinterest, 2017)

Fig [13] (Pinterest, 2017)
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Photograph
(Real)

53%
(43/81)

CGI (Computer
Generated
Image)
(Not real)

42%
(34/81)

Fig [14] (Carroll, 2017)

Fig [15] (Vishwa, 2017)

According to Ferwerda’s (2013) opinion towards ‘The Pursuit of Realism’ the key point is that the
natural human condition still supersedes that of technological advancements when judging the
‘correctness’ of an image. When comparing the data gathered, some the highest percentages of
correctly identified images were that of the photograph.
Fig [12] 77% (62/81) answered correctly, also Fig [14] 53% (43/81). Fig [13] also scored 56% (45/81)
in that it was painting/drawing.
The data highlights that public perception of realism relies on what is deemed as photograph, as
supported by Ferwerda, (2003) definition of photorealism in that the image should be at a point where
there is no difference between itself and photographic counterpart.
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Question 9

Method: Qualitative
The assumption that most will choose the ‘Technical Illustration’ resides in the opinion of Ferwerda’s,
(2013) key point of the benefits that ‘functional realism’ has within the use of an image, as in this
instance, provides a better indication of how to do a job, that being replacing a clapboard on a fence.
68% (55/81) felt that the Technical Illustration provided the better information visually; compared
with 32% (26/81) who judged the Photograph was more informative.
The results show that public perception when considering ‘functional realism’ contrasted with
‘photorealism’ contains instructional value and is favoured statistically towards that of the ‘Technical
Illustration’.
This supports the argument that ‘Non- Photorealism’ has it uses in ‘AR’ for certain applications over
‘Photorealism’ when the desired goal may be to assist the user in daily activities, without the need for
the digital content to be a seamless integration with the real world.
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With this qualitative data in mind, the consideration of visual content for ‘AR’ suggests it could be
used in many business sectors than purely entertainment applications. An example could be: using
animated arrows to indicate where valve on an engine is located, as suggested by Craig, (2016).
Question 10

Fig [16] Costino, (2011) Fig [17] (Pinterest, 2017)

Fig [18] (Hallet, 2016)

Method: Qualitative
The reasoning for the questions was to compare user preference in terms of the same animal using
different methods of displaying it.
58% (47/81) preferred the 3-D rendering of a T-Rex. Both the cartoon and the technical illustration
were in close preference, with the cartoon rated at 20% (16/81), the illustration scored at 22% (18/81).
This suggests that 3-D rendered images have greater appeal within the current market for visual
imagery.
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The image of a T- Rex is displayed within three visuals, when considering public preference in terms
of visual appeal, Ferwarda’s (2013) acknowledges Rene Magritte’s interpretation of ideals highlighted
that; an image of an object is not the same as the actual object itself.
For example: The photorealistic rendering of a dinosaur is ones visual interpretation based on
extensive research. This image represents a photorealistic creature that existed before the ‘dawn of
man’. So therefore no- one can really confirm in absolute form, that it is in fact photorealistic. This
supports Craig, (2016) view when considering:
“What does it mean to be Photorealistic of an Imaginary entity?” (Craig, 2016)
The Tyrannosaurus Rex, did exist at some point in time, but it is not real world creature, therefore
Craig, (2016) is explaining how a fantastical creature that is photorealistic is based on what a person
deems as believable today, through the use of ‘mimicking’ and transferring real world textures into a
believable image, in this case is the 3-D rendering of a Tyrannosaurus Rex.
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Conclusion
With reference to Aim 1, an overview of AR was provided, highlighting its key aspects, spatial and
temporal registration, after which the theoretical aspects of realism were considered using the
prominent artist Rene Magritte to ask the question what is realism? Before classifying a photorealistic
image, enforcing that it should be indistinguishable from a photograph.
The notion of believability, purpose and function of photorealism compared with NPR were
supported using that of an interview conducted with a leading mind in the field of AR Dr Alan Craig
that was included within the requirements of Aim 2.
This followed the subject of ‘Visual Content’ where the current ‘need’ for Photorealism was
compared with that of ‘functional realism’ in the form of images used to instruct the user and the
benefits of NPR associated with it. After which the fundamental aspects of RTR were summarised,
noting the core aspects of the technology before highlighting elements in ‘lighting’ and its technical
requirements when transferred into rendering. Also the notion of ‘human perception’ and the still
unclear theoretical aspects of the latter were noted. A review of AR, its origins and associated
prominent figures were described and an assessment of current and recent hardware and software
developments were discussed.
The survey data gathered highlighted the quantitative data in the form of actual user demographic,
business sectors and target markets associated with AR as well as public understanding of AR
compared with age. The presentation of what percentage of hardware devices is currently owned and
prominent AR applications on the market currently, within a focused number of people was made
apparent. The qualitative aspects of research were covered through personal opinion in terms of the
use of their hand-held device as well as a comparison between which courses were studied against
their preferred business sector.
Functional Realism was considered actively via a qualitative based approach on user perception that
proved the benefits of instructional imagery in comparison to photorealism.
The results show statistically that the 3-D Rendering is preferred as a visual image and shows its
necessity in some context for AR applications. The results also highlighted that human perception
when considering the visual correctness of an image still lies with that of the photographic
counterpart.
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Finally the research has shown that there is a need for photorealism within AR, however it should not
be the prime goal when considering the purpose of digital imagery in terms of an AR applications
overall function.
The research conducted has questioned the manner in how future developers may approach new
mediums for ‘storytelling’ showing how instructional data can work well in certain visual contexts. In
order to deliver visual content that is directly connected with real-life, perform a task, or gain an
enhanced understanding of something, will come down to AR developers connecting both the real and
digital in a manner that contains some form of meaning and purpose for being, whilst considering
both technical and emotional constraints to deliver AR as new form of media for future generations to
experience, cherish, and enjoy.
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Appendix A
Dr Alan Craig Interview- Augmented Reality

Interview Date

Monday 28th November 2016

Time

2pm (Chicago) Time 8pm (UK Time)

Interview Type

Semi-Structured Interview/ Qualitative Research

Interview Method
Skype Online Video and Sound.
Dissertation Questions

Is there a need for Photorealism within Augmented Reality?
Photo- realism
1. Film vs. Games Real-Time Rendering- How long do you think it will be before we are seeing
unmistakable Photo-real Digital Imagery as seen in the big VFX Movies but in real time?
(I am aware that you mentioned this in the Campus Spotlight talk with Aric Rindfleisch- In marketing
and digital world) but wished to have your opinion, as primary research- If I quote you off the video it
is secondary)
The five kind of Realism in Film –
o Accuracy & Precision,
o Recessive Form,
o Illusion,
o Transparency &
o Collapse.
Current Controversies in Philosophy of Film: Robert Hopkins (By Kathryn Thompson Jones)
P.66: ‘A film is realistic when we see it as the photographic record, not of the events filmed- but of
the events that make up the story told”

2. Is this along the lines of your perception of the notion of content?
Believability
3. Photo- Realism vs. Non Photo- Realism. Do you think Photorealism in AR is good thing or bad
thing?
I.e. keeping a visible gap between the Augmented and the Real World.
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This refers to page 182 of you book Understanding Augmented RealityPhilosophical Ramifications4. Realism ultimately is about Lighting. This to me summarises the fundamental truth to which
current technology should be learning to harness. Do you agree with this? What is you opinion?
Technology
The opinion in terms of companies utilising AR into wearable hardware units for the consumer seem
highly speculative- meaning the that software either is not at the real- time visual level perceived
currently and/ or the ‘content’ has not been written.
I’m seeing a lot of this is how it will be not this is how it is and here is the proof.
5. Do u agree or disagree with this statement?

Please can you offer your own opinion?

Communication/ Interaction
6. Do you see AR as being the new Industrial (Technical) Age more so than VR?
Business Market
7. Once Real-Time Photo Realism has been achieved in the years to come- what is your opinion on
its uses?
I.e. What sectors do you think the medium will be most beneficial?
8. Why do you think AR appears to be affecting areas of business more so than in entertainment
sectors that are predominantly at the moment focusing more on Virtual Reality?
Visual Content
You have highlighted the term ‘content’ many times in your book?
“The more that AR application developers can learn about other media, especially interactive media,
the better they are equipped to use AR as a medium in a compelling way.” (Craig 2013 p.182)
9. As a medium for Storytelling- AR will revolutionise the way we interact with digital
What do you think the disadvantages of this could be?
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Appendix B
Interview
Transcript: Interview with Alan Craig

Interview Date

Monday 28th November 2016

Time

2pm (Chicago) Time 8pm (UK Time)

Interview Type

Semi-Structured Interview/ Qualitative Research

Interview Method

Skype Online Video and Sound.

NICK: that’s great, forgive me I’m just a little unfamiliar with Skype, I’ve not really used it that much
to be honest.
Right to that should be recording now; I just got record on here, just in case.
A.CRAIG: okay
I hope I have something to say that’s worth recording
NICK: yep, did you get? I sent you those questions?
A.CRAIG: Right
NICK: basically, just to brief you, my understanding of augmented reality has mainly been from a
research-based perspective. I’ve looked at the technology, but I’ve not looked at the technology in
depth to that side. A lot of it has been seeing how augmented reality can be used in the film industry
and the way it’s going to be heading. i.e.: heading that way.
A.CRAIG: Okay
NICK: and like you mentioned with the…within your book you mentioned ‘storytelling as medium’
augmented reality is being used as a medium.
A.CRAIG: TRUE
NICK: So I’ve set out 9 questions. The nine questions, because it qualitative research I was hoping
that the interview could last about 30 minutes. I wanted to keep it a little bit unstructured so that you
know. If you’ve got any additional things, in a relaxed format, you can mention those. So, I’ll just
crack on with the first question then.
A.CRAIG: Sure okay, from my perspective I don’t have anything scheduled right after this so if we
go a bit over, that’s okay.
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NICK: okay, no problem, okay. Where are you now then? Are you based at home?
A.CRAIG: Yes, I’m at home right now but I was from the University of Illinois at Urban Champaign
NICK: RIGHT
A.CRAIG: But I’m retired from there now.
NICK: YES.
A.CRAIG: and I have a variety of consulting operations that I do, many of which involve the
university though, so I’m over they’re a lot but I work from my home.
NICK: Yes I’ve had a quick on you on linked in. You have has quite an extensive career there, within
the university of Illinois.
A.CRAIG: Correct.
NICK: Okay, right, so the first question. Film vs. Games and Real Time Rendering. How long do you
think it will be before we are seeing unmistakable Photo- real digital imagery as seen in the big VFX
Movies? In real time…
A.CRAIG: Go ahead, Oh you’re done?
NICK: Yes.
A.CRAIG: Okay, so I’m not necessarily the right guy to ask that question to. I would speculate, you
know, with hardware increases, improvements in rendering technology, I’m guessing maybe ten years
out. Is that what I said in Eric’s Course?
NICK: Yes, you said about ten years. The reason why I ask is because; I rang a couple of other
company members. I rang one company that was based in Manchester. They are a digital marketing
company agency, which use different forms of technology to aid communication with I suppose their
client base. And his opinion was he felt it would be much sooner. So I was just interested to compare.
A.CRAIG: Well, see there more to it than just the photorealistic rendering, and I’m kind of at coming
that’s sort of true, because, I can have something Photorealistic that rendered in real time, but there’s
also like emotions that go with it and inflections. Things that if I’m rendering a computer graphics
human type thing,
NICK: Yep
A.CRAIG: Looking like a still photo, that’s photo realistically real, you can blow that illusion very
easily lots of other ways.
NICK: RIGHT OKAY
A.CRAIG: Like how they move, how they act, how they know you respond to things.
NICK: Yep okay so…
A.CRAIG: Can I say one thing too? Are you familiar with the term “Uncanny Valley”?
NICK: I heard of it yes.
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A.CRAIG: Okay, you might want to look at that, because there this issue in robotics and computer
graphics too and that I think, that sort of encompasses more than just a visual rendering but the overall
thing and of course, Visual is one component of it…with robots and computer graphics…people…
NICK: YES
A.CRAIG: People, tend to accept as real things that look more and more human like until it gets to a
certain point when you’re human looking but not fully. The it ‘creeps’ people out and so if everything
is not perfect, it might look much more real than this one, but they reject it more than one that is less
real.
NICK: right okay uncanny valley.
A.CRAIG: Right.
NICK: So…in the research I’ve had a look at, I’ve tried to find, relevant information in relation to
Photorealism. One area that I found was about the different kind of realism within film. They were
saying; Accuracy & Precision, Recessive Form, Illusion, Transparency & Collapse. So from my
understanding, in terms of what your talking about in terms of ‘content’ within AR Applications, is
this along the lines of your perception of the notion of content?
A.CRAIG: Yes I think so. Now again, I’m not really, my area is not really focusing on photorealism.
It’s more about using AR for storytelling or to suit an industrial purpose or an educational purpose.
NICK: Yes.
A.CRAIG: And you don’t always need photorealism to do these things. Think about in the movies…
Mickey Mouse right…is not photorealistic at all, but it’s a great storytelling medium, still right?
NICK: YES
A.CRAIG: And yet that other, other movies that are Photo realistically real. They are really terrible at
following a story right?
NICK: YES.
A.CRAIG: So… I think that photorealism, for many purposes is orthogonal (i.e. statically
independent) to the end goal right? It might or might be important. You can have very good
applications that are photorealistic, very good ones that are not. Very bad ones that are. Very bad ones
that are not. Right?
NICK: So what you’re saying, in respect of that, this actually leads on to my next question in terms of
believability. So yes…Photorealism vs. non- Photorealism. It perhaps a little pessimistic, but do you
think Photorealism in Augmented Reality is a good or a bad thing?
A.CRAIG: I think that depends on what the purpose is for.
NICK: Right, Yes.
A.CRAIG: I think that, sure, for something where photorealism is important, it’s a great thing, so
like…(for example)
NICK: YES?
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A.CRAIG: my goal is to show what is this piece of furniture? And I want to see it exactly right.
NICK: YES
A.CRAIG: Is going to look like in my living room? Then is very important.
NICK: YES, YES
A.CRAIG: but…if I want to playing a game for engaging in something that you, where, we’re more in
a fantasy world, Photorealism could work to our detriment and so there’s places where Photorealism
is going to beneficial, some where it sort of doesn’t matter, some where its detrimental and like where
it doesn’t matter. Suppose I’m in an AR environment where I’m trying to learn a process and I just
want to use some kind of annotation in the world. Like an arrow that shows me either this is the valve
I need to turn…
NICK: YES
A.CRAIG: It doesn’t need to look like a real arrow. It can look like some kind of ‘conceptual arrow’
and so it fulfils its goal without realistically looking like a sign with an arrow on…you know? You
know what I mean?
NICK: I understand yes. Okay.
A.CRAIG: The thing about realism is that people in my experience tend to accept things that there
willing to accept unless there wrong, so if I engage you in a world, that sort of a fantasy world, your’e
okay with things floating around or a dragon appearing or something like that. But, if I make that
world, more and more real. All of a sudden, if anything happens that not perfect, then you reject it,
and say “that’s not right” you know? And that can either be the look, if its, if the photorealism is off.
Well then you’ll sat “well that not right so I reject it” or even if it photorealist looking, if something
happen that you know in that photorealistic scenario can’t, like, I let go of a ball and
Instead of falling down it floats up, then you would reject everything too because you go “ oh, I don’t
this you know?”
Nick: Yes.
A.CRAIG: But, if it had been a cartoon character that let go of the ball. You’re fine with that, because
that happens cartoon worlds.
Nick: Yes, right okay. So realism ultimately is about, this is the statement, this is my personal
perspective, I just wanted to know whether you agree with this or not. I feel that realism ultimately is
about lighting. This to me summarises the fundamental truth to which current technology should be
learning to harness. Do you agree with this or what is your opinion?
A.CRAIG: okay so, we are talking about the visual rendering. I’ll buy that. As a matter of fact, in my
book, I think that I talk about that. That’s really, our perception of the world is what comes through
our senses and our visual sense is reflected light entering our eyes. Right, so that’s the bottom line, its
about light entering our eyes for the visual sign. And so however we get those rays of light coming
into our eyes, that’s our final sensory input, that our mind then perceives as what we’ve seen.
Nick: Yes.
A.CRAIG: Now, but there are things that happen beyond our sight. Right, so like, right now on Skype
with you, there is a differential lag in what I’m seeing and what I’m hearing. So your lips are a bit out
of sync.
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Nick: Are they?
A.CRAIG: that’s, and so, the realism of you, is you being sitting right in front of me. Even if the
lighting was perfect, the fact that the sound is off destroys that illusion, right?
Nick: Yes, so there’s quite a lot of different elements that needs to be in sync…
A.CRAIG: Correct yes, because we have got multi senses. We’ve got out core 5 senses. You know,
our eyes, our nose, and our taste and out touch. But we also have other things that help us understand
the world like; we know how our body is configured at any given moment without seeing it or
touching it right. That’s out sense of proprioception, things like that. So yes, all those things have to
come together for me to buy that something’s actually, physically, if…something’s going to fool me
into believing its physically real. All of those have to come together.
I could see perfectly well, a… realistic behaving ‘perfect’ avatar of a human being that I’m buying,
until I reach out and touch it and my hand goes right though it…
Nick: Yes.
A.CRAIG: Then the illusion is spoiled.
Nick: Yes, so…we are along way before we get to that point.
A.CRAIG: Right.
Nick: But in terms of actual photorealism, I think, that’s definitely something that fairly close. Okay,
so in terms of technology. The opinion, in terms of companies, utilising augmented reality into
wearable hardware units for the consumer, seem highly speculative, meaning that the software either
is not at the real- time, visual level perceived, currently, and/ or like you say, that content has not been
written yet. And this has been, I can see this, there are companies that I suppose they are making it,
open source, to let the public understand the software side, so that it gets to that point. Do you agree
with this or disagree or what is your opinion on that?
A.CRAIG: Well I think, okay so…on the content side, there’s different rendering techniques right.
Where some are currently, very photo real. But others…so…the computation involved in rendering
different kinds of things, takes different kinds of techniques and different amounts of computing
power and time. For example: If I just want to render a box, that looks like a box that comes from
‘Amazon’ I can pretty well render that very realistically now…but if I’m trying to render…a
thunderstorm, and the clouds and the precipitation and all that. To do that accurately requires that
computation of all the science it, in addition to the to the physics of the light involved. Right?
Nick: Right, Yes.
A.CRAIG: So…So these things that are polygon- ally based, like, the computer games that are using,
primarily polygon- ally based computer graphic s objects, part of them is optimized for rendering
those kinds of things. But if you start looking at things that need to be volume rendered and things
like that, the hardware, the specific graphics cards are just fast for those kinds of things , and there
might be other computation going in generating the objects that are much more complex than a predesigned object you know…so…many objects, like if have a tree, or a box or a car. I can make that
ahead of time and then just render it in perspective; from whatever perspective I need to be seeing in
real-time. But if there’s something that’s dynamically created, like if splash my hand in a basin of
water. And that’s all splashing, I can have that all rendered ahead, or, I cant have that design ahead of
time because it depends on how I move my hands. I need to then compute the physics of what
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happening and then render that resultant thing. That takes a lot more time than rendering something
that I’ve already designed as an object.
Nick: Right, Okay.
A.CRAIG: That make sense?
Nick: Partially… !

on some level yes.

A.CRAIG: The thing is, a lot of people don’t even think about those things because they don’t think
that’s what we need to do. They think “oh well!” “I’ll put a car here, and tree there, I’m just pacing
objects in a scene. Then I can render that really quickly. But if that scene can’t be determined ahead of
time and the scene has to be constructed, based on you actions, you know like say if I jump in the
water. How I jump in the water completely changes how the water reacts and I can’t know ahead of
time how someone going to jump in the water… so at best I can have a pre-planned splash routine…
that or…lets say even a bunch of them…but that’s where your going to get a this collision of, it not
exactly right, even though it looks right.
Nick: It’s like a thousand different types of probability…. Possibilities.
A.CRAIG: Right.
Nick: Okay, Right.
A.CRAIG: Are these the type of things you wanted me to talk about?
Nick: Yes, I think so. The main thing is getting this primary research. You know…I can go back over
this. It gives me something to base my research on.
A.CRAIG: Sure.
Nick: It gives me something to base my research on.
A.CRAIG: Right.
Nick: Do you see Augmented Reality as being the industrial, in fact, scrap that one actually. Yes
okay, so once real time photorealism has been achieved in the years to come, what is your opinion of
its uses? i.e. (that is) What sector do you think the medium will be most beneficial? In terms of
Photorealistic Augmented Reality.
A.CRAIG: I think it going to be in places where we need Photorealistic AR, which are things that add
visual elements, where we’re making decisions based on what we’re seeing aesthetically. For eg:
Architecture. Where its important to see photo realistically…what this thing…like, if I’m going to
propose a building on a vacant plot and I want to go out that vacant plot and see what that plots going
to look like. When, once that’s constructed. That’s important to be photorealistic. And things like,
virtual travel, for example: if what I want to do is experience what its really like on this Caribbean
island, this is then going to be important, out other things like the smells, and the breeze blowing &
things like that.
But for many things, I don’t think is totally central. So…for like, gaming and for well…there’s a
different kinds of gaming right. Some kinds of gaming if I like I’m gaming in the real world, with real
world objects, then it becomes important, but if I’m fighting against fantasy things, I don’t think it
critical! That a dinosaur necessarily looks exactly like a dinosaur would look.
Nick: Yes.
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A.CRAIG: or lets say not even a dinosaur, a fantasy dragon and unicorns…things like that.
Nick: That kind of…errm sorry.
A.CRAIG: Yeah
Nick: That does lead on to my next question really because it was about, why do you think AR appear
to be affecting business, more so than the entertainment sectors that are predominantly at the moment
focusing more on virtual reality as they seem to be pushing that a lot more than augmented reality at
the minute. What is you opinion in relation to that as to why its more focused n business?
A.CRAIG: I think, okay. So there’s actually several questions right within that question.
One is, there’s the issue AR vs. VR. & entertainment vs. other business areas. I think AR technology
is the harder problem. Right?...because you have all the same problems that you have with virtual
realty. You also have the problem of having something in registration with the real world.
Nick: Yes, Yes.
A.CRAIG: Both Physically, geographically, I guess I don’t know what the right terms would be. In
spatially in registration with the real world and temporally in registration with the real world. In VR,
since everything is synthetic, you can force everything to be in registration, there’s no absolute with
itself. There nothing absolute you have to be in registration with. And if there’s a delay in computing
the graphics or something, you can cause everything to be delayed by that same amount, so even
though there’s an absolute latency. The latency’s all the same. In a VR environment where as the real
world, no matter what you do. There’s no latency from the AR is apparent.
Nick: Right.
A.CRAIG: That makes sense?
Nick: Yes! It definitely something I can come back to and review. So, just the final question really.
As a medium for Storytelling, Augmented Reality will revolutionise the way we interact with digital
media. It’s probably a bit pessimistic. It was to do with, what do you think that the disadvantages of
that could be. I think, I was probably, what I was aiming it on really was to do with the next
generation of children. The way they grow up with technology is going to be totally different from
previous generations, I mean that a good thing, because, technology is progressing it just…I think
what it is, is that sometimes, technology can be a good thing, but like the ‘TOM TOM’ GPS, that
fantastic because, you put in the information, it tells you where to go and that’s great. However, I bet
there’s plenty of people who cannot use a map and compass. Do you know what I mean? And for me,
that’s, that could really be a, a great disadvantage to future generations not being able to utilise that
sort of core learning. So I think that’s probably quite important to be ‘glued’ …in terms of content
when, designing for AR is to keep that on the same level.
A.CRAIG: I think that there’s a couple of things. I think that the core question is, what do we lose?
And to your point, some of the things we lose are skills that we had from even when we didn’t have
this and sometimes can be beneficial in other parts of our lives. Even more so than meets the eye.
Another thing is, that we need to keep in mind, if we take my stance that AR is medium and if we
look at the history of other media. So print probably cam first right?
Nick: Yes
A.CRAIG: and when radio cam out, people said, we no longer need the newspaper right? But, the
newspaper, never went away. And when televisions came out, there no need for radio anymore, bt the
radio still exists.
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Nick: Still exists yes.
A.CRAIG: and then when the net came out well then there’s no reason for television. I think that there
all different media. That’s serves different purposes and I think there’s information that can be
unaffected best in each of those kinds of different media. And I think that AR & VR are two new
media that are, just new media right? There different from the others, they have few different special
affordances in that they engage our whole body, right? They engage our sense of proprioception in
interactive real time.
Nick: Yes.
A.CRAIG: But certain things are better communicated via a print article. Or via video you know. And
other things can only be communicated via VR & or AR.
Nick: Okay, well that taken us pretty much up to 30 mins. That’s all the questions that I can think of.
Well…all the questions that I can think of for the time being. So…is there anything else that you’d
like to add?
A.CRAIG: NO, im just curious, whats you dissertation topic or title?
Nick: Can photorealism be achieved within Augmented Reality?
(in the future)
because ultimately I know that its going to be achievable at some point, it a research based
dissertation to understand AR and then relate it back to film.
A.CRAIG: Sure Okay.
Nick: So, it’s not a particularly technical dissertation. It’s more about the other side really.
A.CRAIG: Whats your department?
Nick: Department? The course that I’m doing? It’s CGI & Digital Effects.
A.CRAIG: Oh okay.
Nick: You’ve got me on Linked in. If you go on linked in…all the information is there.
A.CRAIG: Okay great, great. No its great meeting you. And I think that beyond, just can it be
achieved? Its do we need to achieve it? And what do we need to achieve it for? There are to your
point, things that we do need it for…but there’s an awful lot that we don’t need t for. You know, it not
essential, and like I said earlier, its not always desirable too, you know like, if the same question was
can photorealism be achieved in movies right? Well, that would mean...we could only do things that
there is a photorealistic counterpart to- Micky Mouse isn’t part of that, nor are these laser transporters
and things like that. So I guess there’s a definition by what we mean by photorealistic, because there’s
photorealistic versions of real world objects and things like that. But then there are photorealistic
imaginary things.
What does it mean to be photorealistic of an imaginary entity? Right? Because, we can well that a part
truly version of transporters. That a photorealistic version of a transporter but there is no real
transporter
So how do we say that’s photorealistic? That make sense?
Nick: Yes, that makes sense. I see, I understand that totally.
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A.CRAIG: So, we don’t want to limit ourselves, if the goal is story telling, only to those things that
can be represented photo- realistically compared to a real world entity.
Nick: Well, that comes too. I think that comes back to the notion of a film being believable. It doesn’t
have to be photorealistic to be believable. Like you say, it’s the content, it’s the storyline behind it that
makes it enjoyable.
A.CRAIG: That’s, What I’m trying to say. Okay.
Nick: Okay right then.
A.CRAIG: Feel free to contact me if you have any further questions.
Nick: Okay.
A.CRAIG: Okay?
Nick: Yep. All right, thank you very much for your time.
A.CRAIG: Okay Bye.
Nick: Bye.
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Appendix C
Explanation of Survey Questions
Link to Survey Questions used: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/2RDSXYM
Questions in context of the lit review and report
The Following are the questions for the questionnaire tested on the general public in terms of varying
age categories, occupations and individual opinion and understanding in relation to ‘AR’
The basis for the questionnaire was to conduct market research aimed towards Augmented Reality as
a technology. The core aspects of the questions are mixed between gathering quantitative information
on public preference when considering the subject of Photorealism in AR and also qualitative in terms
of considering the emotional context photorealism has, traversed with Non-Photorealistic Imagery
that may be apparent in user perception and individual perspective. So that comparisons may be made.
The following table is the list questions asked with an explanation as to ones reasoning behind why
they are important to the study.
Title of Questionnaire: Augmented Reality Comparison: Real vs. the Unreal

Question

Reasoning
What is your age Category? (Years)

1.
16-22
23-33
34-45
46-60
61-70
71+
2.

What Business Sector do you work in?
Occupation ()
(If you are a student please tick which industry
your course is related to in the following list…
Please also state the name of the course
(Text box)

Asking age category rather than age entices people
to answer the question. The consideration that some
people do not like giving their age, so that it ensures
some comparisons. For ethical considerations, no
one under the age of 16 years is requested not to
enter information. Also comparisons can be made
against user perception and understanding of AR.
Occupation
The consideration of occupation relates to
Seeing if any similarities exist in technical or
theoretical understanding of ‘AR’ in subsequent
questions.
Student or not
Whether they are a student (business sector) If not
industry specific, work what area they hope to
become part of, contrasted with their course choice.
To see if any comparisons or trends can be
associated with AR Technology specifics.
Name of course if student
Namely due the fact that this is a student report. (It
is expected that a large majority of the
questionnaires filled in will be by local student
population. When directly confronted at least. Any
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that are not, may produce comparisons to
review/assess in terms of the subject of AR
understanding asked in the subsequent question.

3.

Augmented Reality is…
(Please choose one of the following)
The same as Virtual Reality
A technology used to take the user away from the real world
Combines the virtual with real world elements
A technology used mainly by the military.
A technology only seen in Visual Effects Films

4.

I’m not sure

This could also be compared with age
range, technical understanding and
occupation or potential future career
speciality.

Out of the following, Please tick which apps you have used on
your IPhone/ Android Phone?

The apps in the list are all applications
currently using ’AR’ that are
commercially available to download.
They range between the use of
Photorealistic Imagery and NPR
Imagery in varying contexts of their
purpose.

This was adapted to:
Please choose one of the following:
I own an IPhone
I own and Android Phone
I own both n Android Phone and IPhone
I don’t own a mobile phone

5.

‘AR’ is an abundant technology gaining
popular status among handheld devices
in its use. The likes of ‘Pokemon Go’ for
example have made it global
phenomenon and is commercially
available. However it would be
interesting to see is any comparisons can
be made with public understanding of
what AR actually is, considering that a
large number on a daily basis are making
use if it through current applications,
either knowingly or unknowingly.

Which apps have you got, heard of but not used, never heard of
it compared with never heard of it?
1: I have it
2: I have heard of it but not used it
3: never heard of it
Choices: Pokemon GO/ WallaMe / Google Translate/ Amikasa/
Ikea Place/ Zombies Go/ SnapChat/ Wickitude/ Yelp Monicle/
Augment/
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Adapted question.
After formatting the question on ‘Survey
Monkey’ it became apparent that there
was not much difference between this
question and the next question 5 in terms
of the information it aimed to collect
from the questionee. Therefore, the
consideration of how the phone
(handheld) device was split was thought
to produce more comparable results.
This is an extension of the latter question
in terms of AR apps mixed with other
apps not deemed as containing AR
technology in order to consider current
market leaders. Also it may be possible
to see quantitatively which apps in terms
of how photorealistic they are or not
appear to be at the forefront of consumer

demand contrasted with not all.
6.

On the scale ranging from 1-5 (1 being essential & 5 being not
important do you rate the following aspects when using an app
with your iPhone or Android mobile device?
Realistic Images
Non-Realistic Images
Response Time (loading)
Ease of use (usability)
Function/ Purpose of the App
Physical Interaction with the App
Social Connectivity to other users

7.

Out of the Following categories for Business Sectors, Which do
you prefer or have the most interest in?
Arts & Entertainment & Gaming
Science and Technology & Engineering
Architecture & Building Services
Nature & Wildlife & Conservation
Medical Services
None of the above

8.

Out of the Following Images, which are either:
A Real Photograph
A Drawing/ Painting
CGI Image (meaning not real)
A mixture of Real and not real
(Selection of varying images mixed between the above
categories)
Image_ 01: Chrome Ball & Box (CGI Image) (Not Real)
Image_ 02: Chrome Ball Silver Cup (Acrylic Painting) (Not
Real)
Image_ 03: Flora Borsi, Self Portrait (Photograph with Acrylic
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The intention is to compare if the
following key aspects in Application
technology present any findings, with
that of user preference. Within it is the
subject matter of the report considering
photorealistic imagery with NPR
Imagery to see if the general public
acknowledge it as a requirement they
enjoy seeing. The decision to state the
word App (Application) in the question
rather the ‘AR’ App is intentional as it is
less confusing to the questionee. They
are plainly focusing on those aspects
regardless of ‘AR’ integration. Each of
the categories cross- over in terms of
importance whether using an AR
application or one without, but both are
relevant in terms of functionality.
The question considers whether a person
who is working or studying in one sector
does not necessarily enforce that it is, his
or her favoured business sector.
For example: a person working in
administration may spend most of their
free time viewing wildlife in parks and
be much more interested in that. This in
turn could produce more accurate results
as to the potential for where AR apps
could be developed for the consumer.
i.e. if the findings resulted that the
prominent area of preference was Nature
& Wildlife. Then that would suggest,
development of applications albeit
photorealistic or not in this area would
potentially be more lucrative. This of
course would be dependant on the
populated scale of the survey and the
varied demographic sourced.
To consider public preference by letting
them decide on a choice of imagery that
is real or not real, in order to see if any
comparisons can be made.
Also to support the context of the
literature review as to user perception,
and judgment against technological
advancements in terms of how or what
can be deemed as a believable image.
Predictions suggest that most will
choose the ‘technical illustration’ as it
provides a better indication of how to do

(miture of real and not real)
Image_ 04: Oil on Canvas & Wood (Oil Painting/ Not Real)
Image_ 05: Penelope Cruz (Photograph) (Real)
Image_ 06: Drawing Painting in Manga Style (not real)
Image_ 07: Fly on Flower (Photograph) (Real)
Image_ 08: Arvind Vishwa CGI Image (Not Real)
9.

Which is better in your opinion visually between images A & B
of when considering how to replace a clapboard on a fence? I.e.
which the presents better information of how to do a job?
A. Photograph
B. Technical Illustration

10.

Out of the three Images most visually appealing as a personal
preference?
Image of Dinosaur T- Rex (Photograph, Realistic Rendering)
Cartoon Image of T- Rex (Digital Painting Techniques)
Technical Illustration of a T-Rex (Drawing)

a job in this instance, therefore
supporting the argument that
Photorealism has it uses in ‘AR’ for
certain applications and business sectors.
However there may be variables in
public opinion, therefore there may be
interesting comparisons.
To compare user preference in terms of
the same animal using different methods
of displaying it. In this instance is a
Tyrannosaurus Rex (Dinosaur) to
consider if there are public similarities in
preference in terms if visual appeal. This
also supports the lit review in terms
Rene Magritte’s interpretation of ‘This is
not a pipe’, considering what is realism?
I.e.: The photorealistic rendering of a
dinosaur is ones visual interpretation
based on extensive research. This is an
example of a Tyrannosaurus Rex. A
photo- realistic creature that existed
before the ‘dawn of man’. So therefore
no- one can really confirm in absolute
form, that it is photorealistic. This
supports Craig, (2016) statement on the
consideration of:
“What does it mean to be Photorealistic
of an Imaginary entity?”
The Tyrannosaurus Rex, did exist at
some point in time, but it is not real
world creature, therefore Craig, (2016) is
explaining how a fantastical creature that
is photorealistic is based on what a
person deems as believable today,
through the use of ‘mimicking’ and
transferring real world textures into a
believable image. In this case is the 3D
Rendering of a Tyrannosaurus Rex.
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Appendix D
Survey Questions and Data Charts
Links to survey: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/2RDSXYM
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